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The Importance of Valuing Space Resources
• Technology and mission
prioritization
• Quantifying the ROI for beyondEarth orbit infrastructure and
economic activities

• The industry needs a quantitative
way to discern which resources to
invest in for prospecting and
utilization

• Structuring a sustainable
resource-based Space economy

• Eventually, the industry needs to
break its dependence on
terrestrial “constrained resource”
based economics
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Our valuation approach
• Real Options Equation
𝑉 𝑡, 𝑇 = 𝑒 −𝑟

𝑇−𝑡

∗ 𝐸 max 0, 𝑊 𝑇

(1)

• Value (V) of a real option that pays off W(T) at time T, where E is the expected risk-free
value, e-r(T-t) is the discount factor, and t is the current time.

• Some terrestrial use cases:
• Real Property Development
• Oil Drilling Rights

• How it can be applied to Space resources
• Challenges of applying BS-ROV to Space
• Our quantitative solutions
• Life Support Unit as base currency
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Asteroid Mining Option Equation
𝑉 𝑡 = 𝑉𝑅𝑂𝑉 𝑡 ∗ 𝑃𝑤𝑖𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 (𝑡) ∗ 𝑅𝑆𝐾𝐺 − 𝐼𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑢 (𝑡)

(2)

• 𝑉 is the present value of an exercisable option to mine a Space resource at a future point in time t,
• 𝑉𝑅𝑂𝑉 (𝑡) is the equivalent price of a European put option with an exercise date of t, according to Real
Options Valuation,
• 𝑃𝑤𝑖𝑛 is the probability that the option holder will be the absolute benefactor of the resource,
• 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑡 is the composite risk factor of market materialization and price sensitivity of the Space resource
as a function of time,
• 𝑅𝑆𝐾𝐺 is the risk factor accounting for any residual scientific knowledge risks associated with the resource,
and,
• 𝐼𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑢 (𝑡) is the time-dependent CapEx required to mine the resource.
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Pwin : Competition and Legal Rights
• Inability to secure tenure
allows competition until
extraction
• Probability that Guarantor of
specific option wins out on
specific resource
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Rmarket : Market Materialization and Timing
• Materialization of ISR market is a
large factor at this stage.
• As launch costs go down, value of
ISR may also decrease.
• Must ‘bet’ on magnitude of
movement of future value as well
as volatility based on current value.

Orbital Periods Example

• Time dependent market supply
and demand for resources.
• 10 year missions not unrealistic.
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RSKG : Strategic Knowledge Gaps & Prospecting Data
• Scientific ambiguity in abundance
of resource
• Importance of prospecting
• Residual volatility

• ISRU technologies strongly tied to
the science of underlying
resources (type of material;
molecular structure of material;
resource consistency;
gravitational environment etc.)
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IISRU(t) : ISRU Infrastructure & Technology
• An option to mine a resource needs to account for the follow-on
investment required to mine it.
• Unlike, eg. developing a parking lot, the cost of the follow-on investment for
Asteroid Mining not currently well defined nor stable.
• The mining costs vary with time on a short scale as well, eg. Launch windows
affording opportunities for cheaper, or more expensive intersection
trajectories.
• Infrastructure for space resource utilization (orbital depots, mining
capabilities &c.) can also drastically alter the cost of independent mining
missions and activities.
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Introduction to the Life Support Unit (LSU)
𝑉 𝑡 = 𝑉𝑅𝑂𝑉 𝑡 ∗ 𝑃𝑤𝑖𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 (𝑡) ∗ 𝑅𝑆𝐾𝐺 − 𝐼𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑢 (𝑡)

• Tied to terrestrial currency not given
• Disadvantages of fiat currency

• Using the LSU to optimizing valuation results
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LSU components:
Dry food
400 kg/y
Water
220 kg/y
(98%
recycling)

Oxygen
30 kg/y
(90%
recycling)

One LSU:
Human life
support for
one year

Other
(clothing,
medicine,
supplies)
50 kg/y
Energy
20 kWel

Habitat
3,500 kg

Includes power, comms,
closed-loop recycling
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ISRU Valuation, LSU and the Future
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Thank You for Your Attention
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